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Automotive Dealerships

We understand that our value to you comes not just from knowing what’s going on now, but what may lie ahead.

We understand that you want to focus on your business, and time spent worrying about legal exposure is time lost. 
Instead, allocate that burden to us. The attorneys in Offit Kurman’s automotive dealership group stay on top of changes 
in the law, from major developments to nuanced shifts, to ensure that you can get ahead of potential compliance issues. 
And, we’re not afraid to give novel advice. Our goal is simply to ensure we are doing everything in our power to help you 
protect your business

The fight is won or lost far away from witnesses.

When it’s time to fight, we’re all in. Offit Kurman’s automotive dealership attorneys understand that it’s not just the moments 
in court, but all the time leading up to those moments that wins cases. Collectively, our attorneys have experience in almost 
every jurisdiction or forum in which you may find yourself. In addition, we have extensive experience with single-plaintiff 
and class actions, as well as arbitrations and before administrative agencies. We consistently provide results for our clients 
through effective settlement negotiations, successful dispositive motions, defense verdicts and jury awards.

What We Do
RISK MITIGATION

LITIGATION

It’s not how many years we’ve been doing this – it’s that we haven’t been doing the same thing for years.

Right now, automotive dealerships face unique challenges, including drastic changes to how consumers shop and how 

mobility is developing and being redefined. With new issues comes the need for creative solutions. Offit Kurman’s team 

of automotive dealership attorneys have extensive experience in the automotive industry, but what defines them is their 

ability to apply creative solutions for their dealership clients. Knowing the industry is a given but devising strategies 

to allow dealerships to successfully operate in a dramatically changed climate is where Offit Kurman attorneys are 

unmatched.

We understand that our value to you comes not just from knowing what’s going on now, but what may lie ahead.

Who We Do It For
Offit Kurman’s attorneys can assist your dealership in the following areas:

• Employment and labor counsel, drafting and litigation representation

• Compliance and counsel to identify and navigate business opportunities

• Business litigation including franchising issues and fair lending claims

• Insurance coverage issues

• Real estate transactions and litigation

When you need one the most, we’ve got a plan

We provide general counsel and transaction work for dealers. We have bought and sold dozens of dealerships. We have also 
handled succession plans, employment claims, and insurance coverage for these clients. Further, our reach from New York 
through the Carolina region offers a larger footprint that affords us the opportunity to more effectively serve our clients with 
multiple locations in multiple states.

GENERAL COUNSEL AND TRANSACTIONAL


